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THE MEN’S ROOM

DOMHNALL O’DONOGHUE SERVES UP THE SCOOP TO STAY IN THE LOOP

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK

SPECS APPEAL
Exclusive to Harvey Nichols, TAYLOR MORRIS EYEWEAR (taylormorris
eyewear.com) features some of the most covetable sunglasses on the
market. The unisex range – the brainchild of Made in Chelsea’s Hugo
Taylor and best pal Charlie Morris – showcases a refined style combining
British sartorial elegance and timeless Hollywood glamour. Stand-out
models in the new range include the Rollright, €181, and the roundframed Zeros, €238.

HATS AMAZING
ANTHONY PETO
(anthonypeto.com),
anthonypeto.com), one of
Paris’s leading hat makers, is
bringing his unique style and
sophisticated elegance to
Dublin’s South Anne
Street. Expect to
see the milliner’s
range of hand-crafted, lively and highly-individualised
headwear on the country’s best-dressed heads.

OLIVE YOUR DREAMS ANSWERED
The mesmeric TENUTA DI MURLO ESTATE is nestled in the centre of
Italy and boasts a lavish portfolio of recently-renovated villas, cottages
and apartments, all of which offer stunning views of the surrounding
countryside. All around are woodlands, olive groves and sparkling rivers
and lakes, ideal for a leisurely stroll, a romantic picnic or a truffle hunt.
Better again, the nearby wineries and vineyards make it the perfect spot
to imbibe in the odd splosh or two! What’s more, your taste buds will be
rejoicing thanks to all the culinary delights found in the estate’s Il Caldaro
restaurant. Cookery lessons are even available to help you replicate your
favourite Italian dishes on return home. Tenuta di Murlo also makes a
fantastic base for guests to visit some of Italy’s most magical cities such
as Assisi, Gubbio and Perugia. There’s a reason they say Italians do it better!

BRANCHING OUT
SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW
TERRIBLE BEAUTY (terriblebeauty.ie) is an exciting new Irish jewellery
brand from artist Maria Parsons. With prices starting at €62, the
handcrafted jewellery, mainly cast in sterling silver, is inspired by
Dublin city and the ordinary and extraordinary people of the 1916
Easter Rising – an ideal memento to mark the centenary anniversary.
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FOREST DOME, which lies in the heart of Fermanagh’s Muckross
Woodland, is a new accommodation offering that places an emphasis
on unique and inspiring design which enhances the landscape and
allows guests to experience feelings not possible at home. These forest
domes, the only structures of their kind in Ireland, feature 180-degree
transparent walls and roof, meaning you’ll never look at the stars in the
same way again. Rates start at £175 with breakfast. Further details
online at finnlough.com

IRISH TATLER MAN
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